
In this episode: 
Ep. 6 the Geologic Column for Beginners 

Part 1  

SUMMARY: 

This week on Let’s Talk Creation, Paul’s the expert on the geologic column while Todd plays the 
interviewer asking many questions people have about this subject. How was the column created? Who 
all came up with the concept? And doesn’t a global pattern like this call for a global explanation? 
Although they only start the conversation you won’t want to miss what they have to say. Take some time 
and listen to the science podcast that’s just for you! 
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*Show Notes

• 1:23 Introduction

• 2:45 What is the geologic column?

• 4:45 If I drill down into my backyard will I find the column?

• 11:34 How was the column formed conceptually?

• 15:48 Did those who came up with the column agree with the layer formation?

• 17:48 In the 1800s, 3 main rock divisions were agreed upon: primary, secondary, and tertiary

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7oSGuUBHfnTnLDYtV_ytng/videos
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA04FWtPhF_jY64Q9Q5DdmA/videos


• 18:48 William Smith (1769-1839) 

• 20:11 George Cuvier (1769-1832) 

• 20:30 Alexander ??? 

• 21:31 Adam Sedgwick (1785-1873), Roderick Murchison (1792-1871), & Charles Lapworth 

(1842-1920) 

• 28:52 Why would you expect the column in one place to be the same as in another place? 

• 34:36 Do we need a global explanation for the global pattern seen with the geologic column? 

• 37:50 How do those who don’t believe in a global Flood explain the apparent patterns seen in the 

geologic column? 

• 45:24 Derek Ager (1923-1993) 

• 46:00 The Nature of the Stratigraphic Record by: Derek Ager 

• 46:45 The New Geology by: George McCready Price 

• 48:30 Was Price right or wrong about his claims within The New Geology? 

• 49:23 Harold W. Clark (1891-1986) 

• 59:53 Concluding remarks 

 

*Disclaimer: Things mentioned in the Show Notes are not endorsements of people, places, or things discussed in the podcast, 

but rather a record of what was spoken about and helpful links to material for our listeners.  

https://www.ypsyork.org/resources/yorkshire-scientists-and-innovators/william-smith/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Georges_Cuvier
https://www.ypsyork.org/resources/yorkshire-scientists-and-innovators/adam-sedgwick/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roderick_Murchison
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Lapworth
https://www.velikovsky.info/derek-ager/
https://www.amazon.com/Nature-Stratigraphical-Record-Derek-Ager/dp/0333151720/ref=sr_1_1?dchild=1&keywords=the+nature+of+the+stratigraphic+record&qid=1620324824&sr=8-1
https://www.amazon.com/New-Geology-George-McCready-Price/dp/B00993M0NY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Harold_W._Clark

